In a fun and personal talk, Musallam gives 3 rules to spark imagination and learning, and get students excited about how the world works.

**CURIOSITY AND INQUIRY:**
Rule number 1: Curiosity comes first.
Rule number 2: Embrace the mess.
Rule number 3: Practice reflection.

**GET YOUR HOLIDAY READING**

The Coolock Library has a fabulous collection of books for your relaxing, chilled out, holiday reading. Imagine curling up on the couch, book in hand, glass of...water, the fireplace crackling soothingly. Visit our Libguide to view some of our new books or pop into the library to have a browse.

**STAY TUNED!!!!**

Soon you will be able to visit the catalogue, click on Reading Lists and see the “Staff Top 20” book lists. Coming soon to a catalogue near you.
GREAT LIBRARIES TO BLOW YOUR MIND

1. Trinity College Library, Ireland
2. Bristol Central Library, England
3. Codrington Library, England
5. The Library of El Escorial, Spain
6. Biblioteca Geral, University of Coimbra, Portugal
7. Handelingenkamer, Netherlands
8. Delft University of Technology Library, Netherlands
9. Abbey Library of St. Gallen, Switzerland
10. Admont Abbey Library, Austria

Follow the link to see the amazing architecture of these world famous libraries.

PREPARATION FOR THE END OF THE YEAR.....

Please return texts to the library that you are not needing next year.

“Sometimes I understand everything, then I regain consciousness.”
Carolyn Keglevich

5 POWERFUL Q’S TEACHERS CAN ASK STUDENTS

“Many would agree that for inquiry to be alive and well in the classroom that, amongst other things, the teacher needs to be expert at asking strategic questions not only asking well designed ones, but ones that will also lead to lead students to questions of their own.”

Alber, R. Oct., 2013. Five powerful questions that teachers can ask students. [Online]
"Education is the ability to listen to almost anything without losing your temper or self-confidence." Robert Frost

ACCESS IT UPDATE......THE PROGRESS SO FAR

- Video files in the catalogue are being converted to MP4 HTML5 format. It may take a week or so to convert them all. If there is a program you need sooner than later, please contact the lovely library staff with your request.

- Staff and students may now view the Current Social and Environmental Issues as PDFs through the catalogue. Click here to see an example.

- What are the “Reading Lists” on the Opac menu? We have created lists for patrons to search for books on specific topics, eg. If you like Harry Potter you might like.....

ASSIGNMENT PREPARATION FOR 2014.

The purpose of the Libguide is to make sure that students have relevant resources available to them for their assignments. Contact John & Rachel for assistance.

Uncle John is here to help you!
WE WOULD LIKE STAFF TO SUGGEST INSPIRATIONAL QUOTES FOR THE COOLOCK LIBRARY BULLETIN.

PLEASE SEND SUBMISSIONS TO KBOGNAR@CCB.VIC.EDU.AU

The Role of the Professional Teacher Librarian

"A future focussed teacher librarian contributes to student learning through the school library in the following ways:
• Applies agility to address educational change and responsiveness to curriculum development.
• Promotes inquiry based pedagogy as the driving force and philosophical basis for teaching and learning practices in the school community.
• Provides 24/7 access to information, as well as curation and mediation of learning resources.
• Supports the inter-connectedness and inter-dependence of a variety of learning environments.
• Builds capacity for lifelong / life-wide learning.
• Adopts evidence-based practice to inform teaching and learning.
• Guides inquiry, understanding and creativity among learners.
• Enables digital citizenship.
• Engenders a critical, ethical, and reflective approach to using information to learn.
• Provides professional learning opportunities based on the needs of the school and teach-